
THE UNITY HOME SYSTEM 
Need and Desire, Together At Last



The Unity Home System is more than just a home control solution. It’s a way 

to maximize your home’s potential by allowing it to respond to your lifestyle.  

Through a variety of intelligent individual systems from our Studio Collection – 

such as lighting, intercoms, cameras, and multi-room audio – Unity places the 

power of control right at your fingertips. 

Cameras help you monitor loved ones and protect against intruders. One-touch 

lighting control sets the perfect scene for any occasion, while multi-room audio 

lets you enjoy the sounds of your favorite artists inside or outside the home. 

Cutting edge intercoms make room to room communication as simple as pressing 

a button, and mobile access keeps you connected and in control of your home 

regardless of location. 

Unity is convenience, simplicity, communication, personality and peace of mind, 

all wrapped into one stylish package. Bring your home to life. Unity – need and 

desire, together at last. 

The  Unity Home System
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The Unity Home 
System brings 
families closer 
with integrated 
multi-room audio, 
intercom, camera 
monitoring and 
lighting in any room.

“

”

The User Interface allows you to see into 

and control your Unity Home System.  It 

functions as an intercom station to call 

the kids to dinner, gives you full control 

of the music in your home, allows you 

to view all of the cameras on your 

property, and leave a voice message 

for your husband to retrieve after work, 

all without ever leaving your kitchen.

USER INTERFACE
LCD CONSOLE
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Choose your ideal 
lighting levels 
with the push of a 
button anywhere in 
the home.

“
”

The Lighting Control System allows you 

to control lights, ceiling fans and small 

appliances from anywhere in the home, 

without the need for special wiring or 

expensive master controllers. The Unity 

Home System’s lighting control feature 

improves safety and security, ensuring 

that you’ll never return to a dark home. 

Customizable buttons let you set the 

perfect scenes for movies, parties, 

reading, or emergency situations.

LIGHTING
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Feel less rushed when 
preparing for a night 
with friends. The Unity 
Home System’s door 
entry feature lets you see 
visitors at the front door 
before you go dashing 
down the steps.

“

”
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USER INTERFACE
TV

The TV Display Interface lets you operate 

the Unity Home System through any 

television. It’s easy, affordable and 

available on the input of your choice.



A soothing 
soundtrack at the 
touch of a button. 
The Unity Home 
System makes an 
evening in more 
relaxing and more 
refined.

“

”
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Wouldn’t it be nice to play your favorite 

music at your next party, or change 

playlists without leaving the side of the 

pool? The Unity Home System allows you 

to select and play all your stored music 

(from a PC, iPod, or any digital music 

player) throughout the home quickly and 

easily. With one press of a button, you can 

enjoy your favorite artists in the kitchen, 

basement, deck, patio, living room, and 

more. And with instant access to thousands 

of digital Internet Radio Stations, you’ll 

always find the perfect song for any 

occasion, whenever you need it. 

MUSIC
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Relax while the baby is playing. 
The Unity Home System allows 
you to monitor the nursery from 
anywhere in your home.

“
”
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INTERCOM

Increase the lines of communication in your 

home with the Unity Home System.  The 

industry-leading Selective Call Intercom 

system — featuring hands-free reply, three-

way calling, and a stylish Studio design — 

enables effortless communication between 

rooms. Add a Video Door Unit and you can 

see who is at the front door from your Unity 

system or any TV, adding an increased level 

of convenience while keeping your family 

safe from unwanted visitors. 
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Take some time to 
decompress. The 
Unity Home System 
lets you keep a 
watchful eye on 
your home and your 
loved ones.

“
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”
With up to six cameras connected to 

the Unity Home System, it’s easy to 

be in touch and feel secure in your 

surroundings.  Cameras at the front 

and back doors, as well as in the 

baby’s room, are easy to monitor on 

your LCD screen, mobile device, or 

any TV in the home.

CAMERA
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Control and 
monitor your 
home. Anywhere. 
Anytime. 

“
” Mobile access turns any web-enabled 

smart device (phone or tablet) into a 

remote control for the Music, Player 

and Lighting systems built into the Unity 

Home System. Using a smart device, 

homeowners can select and play music, 

adjust the volume, or control lighting 

levels in their home from anywhere in 

the world with the press of a button. 

Users can even view live camera feeds 

from their mobile device, ensuring that 

their home and loved ones are secure 

regardless of location. 

MOBILE
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MUSIC

Available in Standard or High-Performance, and expandable to up to 16 zones, the lyriQ Multi-Room 

Audio system is easy to use anywhere in the house.  Use the lyriQ Keypad to control the source and 

volume of your music in individual rooms.  Create scenes, name your sources, and control music in 

the whole house from the user interface.

Keypads and the iPod Input are available in Gloss Black, Light Almond, Titanium, or White finishes. 

THE STUdIO COllECTION
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Keypad High Performance 
Keypad

iPod® Input Flush Mount  
Single Source Input

Flush Mount  
Triple Source Input

CAMERA

Studio Collection cameras are perfect for keeping an eye on your 

home and your loved ones. They can mount in either the wall or the 

ceiling, and they feature a high-resolution wide angle view. Each 

system can include up to four color cameras, with the ability to add 

more as needed.

The camera is available in Brown, Light Almond, and White finishes.

In-Wall Camera In-Ceiling Camera

THE STUdIO COllECTION

INTERCOM AND DOOR ENTRy SySTEMS

Selective Call Intercom lets you call the whole house, or just the room you need.  With the option to 

expand up to 32 units, your communication needs are covered with outdoor Video Door Units and 

indoor Room Units.  Customizable naming makes it easy to identify the room you’re talking to.

Room units are available in Gloss Black, Light Almond, Titanium, and White finishes.  Outdoor Units 

are available in Metallic outdoor finishes including Antique Brass, Brushed Stainless, Oil-Rubbed 

Bronze, Shiny Brass and White. 
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Room Unit Patio Unit Video Door UnitDoor Unit

LIGHTING

Set the mood, create a scene, or activate entire rooms with RF 

Lighting Controls from Legrand. These easy-to-use devices are 

available in the contemporary Studio design and grant users the 

power to control lighting throughout their entire home. 

Dimmers, Room Controllers, and Whole-House Controllers are 

available in White, Almond, Ivory, and Black.

In-Wall Dimmer Whole-House & Room 
Scene Controller



HUES

Aloe Bordeaux Cameo Pink Citrus

Cozumel Cyan Moss Nirvana

METALLICS

Brushed Stainless Antique Brass

White

Shiny Brass Oil-Rubbed Bronze

THE STUdIO COllECTION

BASIC COLORS

White Light Almond Gloss Black Titanium

NEUTRAL COLORS

Basic is anything but boring. It sets the 

standard for a cultivated environment.

Khaki Sand Cement Taupe

For a clean look that goes with everything, 

think neutral — the ideal palette for a simple 

modern or classic minimal aesthetic. 

THE STUdIO COllECTION

Sometimes the perfect complement is a touch 

of sheen. Metallics available for outdoor 

products only. 

Spanish Red 

Looking to add some personality to your 

unique living space? We offer a full spectrum 

of stylish possibilities.
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MESSAGING

The Messaging function allows you to leave voice messages on any intercom station in your 

home.  A light on the unit will activate to indicate a new message is waiting.  Messages can be 

sent from intercom  to intercom, from the LCD to an intercom, and from intercom to LCD.  Each 

message is marked as old or new and can be deleted as desired.

SUBSYSTEMS 
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THERMOSTAT

Creating the ideal climate has never been easier. Unity’s versatile system provides control 

for up to three thermostats, so you can raise and lower the temperature throughout the home 

from one centralized location. you can even program your system to provide maximum energy 

efficiency, saving money and the environment in one easy step.

WEATHER

Don’t leave the home unprepared. With Unity’s built-in Weather feature, you can get current 

local temperatures and five-day forecasts with one button press. 

USER INTERFACE COLORS

PERSONAlIZATION

Aloe

Bordeaux

Cameo PinkCement

Cozumel

Cyan

Happy DayGloss Black

Khaki

Light Almond

Nirvana

Oceans 11Sand

Orange Crush

TaupeTitanium

White

LCD Console On-Q Remote
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OPERATION

Using your Unity Home System couldn’t be 

easier.  Navigate to the system you’d like to use 

using the arrow keys on the LCD Console or the 

On-Q Remote and hit Select.
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Note:  User Interface colors are background colors available on the LCD Console and TV.  The LCD 
Console is available in Gloss Black, Light Almond, Titanium, and White finishes.  

Slate

Swamp Thing

VistaCitrus Moss

EVENTS

Unity’s Events feature lets you create timed events for any occasion. Have “Happy Birthday” 

play throughout the home to celebrate your child’s special day, or let Unity activate your 

outside patio lights every evening at sunset. Events are simple to program and easy to modify. 

Siena

Spanish Red
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